Genome-Wide Association Studies (GWAS) in microbial organisms have the potential to vastly improve the way we understand, manage, and treat infectious diseases. Yet, GWAS methods established thus far remain insufficiently able to capitalise on the growing wealth of bacterial and viral genetic sequence data. Facing clonal population structure and homologous recombination, existing GWAS methods struggle to achieve both the precision necessary to reject spurious findings and the power required to detect associations in microbes. In this paper, we introduce a novel phylogenetic approach that has been tailor-made for microbial GWAS, which is applicable to organisms ranging from purely clonal to frequently recombining, and to both binary and continuous phenotypes. Our approach is robust to the confounding effects of both population structure and recombination, while maintaining high statistical power to detect associations. Thorough testing via application to simulated data provides strong support for the power and specificity of our approach and demonstrates the advantages offered over alternative cluster-based and dimension-reduction methods. Two applications to Neisseria meningitidis illustrate the versatility and potential of our method, confirming previously-identified penicillin resistance loci and resulting in the identification of both well-characterised and novel drivers of invasive disease. Our method is implemented as an open-source R package called treeWAS which is freely available at https://github.com/caitiecollins/treeWAS.
Tests of association 142
The design of treeWAS, particularly its use of the null distribution, enables strict 143 control over the false positive rate. This presents the opportunity for power to be 144 augmented by applying multiple independent tests of association. We therefore measure 145 the association between each genetic locus and the phenotype with three separate tests, 146 described below and illustrated in Fig 1. All three tests are applicable to any form of 147 binary genetic data, including SNPs, indels, and gene presence or absence matrices, and 148 can be used on both binary and continuous phenotypic data. An association deemed 149 significant by any one test is a suitable candidate for further investigation. Significance 150 according to a second or third test is not required, but may provide further support for 151 a finding. The three scores have been designed to complement each other and to and the genotype of one associated locus (right), with binary states plotted along the tips of the phylogenetic tree (N = 40) and reconstructed ancestral states indicated along the branches of the tree (blue = 0, red = 1, grey = substitution). A: Score 1 considers only the tips of the tree and, with uniform association in all but six terminal nodes in this scenario, it would receive a Score 1 value of 0.7 by Eq 1. Conversely, Scores 2 and 3 would obtain low values because no simultaneous substitutions or maintained patterns of association are observed among the reconstructed ancestral states. B: Score 2 counts the number of branches containing a substitution in both genotype and phenotype, resulting in a Score 2 value of 5 for this scenario. Score 2 is not penalised for the lack of simultaneous substitutions in the lower major clade, whereas Scores 1 and 3 would receive low values for being out of association in half of this tree. C: Score 3 detects subtler patterns of association and uses the reconstructed ancestral states to infer the maintenance of association across the branches of the phylogenetic tree, resulting in a Score 3 value of 10 to this scenario. Meanwhile, the absence of terminal association and lack of simultaneous substitutions mean that this pattern receives values of zero by both Score 1 and Score 2. Score 1, the "Terminal Score", measures sample-wide association across the leaves of 158 the phylogenetic tree. For a binary phenotype, this score is equivalent to counting the 159 four terminal state combinations, with and without the phenotype, and with and 160 without the genotype, as previously proposed [48] . Generalizing to continuous 161 phenotypes gives:
This score is blind to the number of origins of association, but also robust to the 163 potential downstream effects of incorrectly estimating the phylogenetic tree or ancestral 164 states of the phenotype or genotype, as illustrated by Fig 1A. 165 Score 2, the "Simultaneous Score", measures the degree of parallel change in the 166 phenotype and genotype across branches of the tree. For a binary phenotype with a 167 parsimonious ancestral state reconstruction, as in Fig 1B, this means counting the 168 number of branches containing a simultaneous substitution in genotype and 169 phenotype [13] . A more general definition is given by:
Unlike Score 1, Score 2 is able to use information contained in the tree structure and set 171 of ancestral character states towards the detection of significant associations. Moreover, 172 because Eq 2 imparts a cumulative character (simultaneous substitutions increase the 173 score, but branches where one or no variable changes do not decrease it), significance by 174 Score 2 does not require sample-wide association. Score 2 may therefore be able to 175 detect loci giving rise to the phenotype through complementary pathways, in addition 176 to identifying loci whose associations with the phenotype persist across the tree.
177
Score 3, the "Subsequent Score", measures the proportion of the tree in which the 178 genotype and phenotype co-exist. It is the mathematical solution to the integral of an 179 association score along all points of the phylogenetic tree (see S1 Appendix):
Score 3 considers the maintenance of allelic enrichment in a given phenotypic state, as 181 well as the change in both genotype and phenotype. Should association arise by a 182 substitution in one variable being followed on a subsequent branch by a substitution in 183 the other, as in Fig 1C , Score 3 will incur no penalty for the lack of simultaneous 184 change and will capture the downstream association in so far as it is maintained. This 185 score should therefore be sensitive to subtler and more probabilistic patterns of 186 association. For example, Score 3 may be effective in the case of host association, where 187 genetic adaptation contributes both before and after host switching, for example, by 188 increasing affinity for a new host or by offering compensatory fitness advantages in a 189 new environment [48] . genotype and phenotype. We present one approach below and the other two in S2
195
Appendix and S3 Appendix.
196
Each simulated dataset contained 100 individuals and 10,000 binary loci, of which ten 197 loci were associated with a binary phenotype. The non-associated loci were simulated 198 using homoplasy distributions corresponding to four recombination rates (0, 0.01, 0.05, 199 0.1) (see S4 Appendix and S1 Fig) . Genetic data was simulated along randomly 200 generated coalescent trees. For each simulated non-associated locus, the number of 201 substitutions was drawn from the homoplasy distribution and assigned to branches of 202 the phylogenetic tree with probabilities proportional to branch lengths. The ten 203 associated loci were generated together with the phenotype according to an 204 instantaneous transition rate matrix, Q, which controls the rates of transition between 205 all four possible combinations of a binary genetic locus, G, and the binary phenotype, 206 P , (i.e., G 0 P 0 , G 0 P 1 , G 1 P 0 , G 1 P 1 ) between an ancestral node (in the rows) and a 207 descendant node (in the columns):
The Q matrix is parameterised by s, which controls the baseline substitution rate and 209 applies to all columns, and a, an association factor that establishes the preference for 210 one form of association (G 0 P 0 , G 1 P 1 ) over the opposite (G 0 P 1 , G 1 P 0 ). The parameter 211 s is divided by the sum of the branch lengths before building Q. In all simulations, 212 initial parameters were set to s = 20 and a = 10. To identify the probabilities of 213 transition for a branch of length l, the instantaneous transition rate matrix, Q, is 214 converted into a matrix of probabilities, P = exp(Ql), via matrix exponentiation, which 215 takes into account the length l of the branch in question.
216
Comparison with other GWAS methods
217
To each of the simulated datasets, in addition to treeWAS, we applied six alternative 218 GWAS methods. The Fisher's exact test, and the χ 2 test available in PLINK version 219 1.07 [49] were used as benchmarks to demonstrate what results would be found by two 220 standard tests of association without population structure control. The PLINK χ 2 test 221 with Genomic Control (GC), has been used in bacterial GWAS [21] and provided a 222 simple solution to population structure. Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and 223 Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) represent more advanced and 224 popular approaches to correcting for population structure [33, 34] . PCA is the "gold 225 standard" method used in human GWAS [30, 50] and DAPC has been proposed as a 226 potential improvement on PCA [34] . Both have been used in microbial 227 GWAS [19, [23] [24] [25] 34] . We followed the standard protocol used in human genetics and 228 corrected for ancestry by regressing along the significant Principal Components (PCs) of 229 PCA or DAPC (see S5 Appendix), identifying significant associations via χ 2 test [30] . 230 The Cochran-Mantel-Haenszel (CMH, [51] ) provided an alternative, cluster-based 231 approach. The CMH test works directly with K population clusters by adopting a 232 stratified 2x2xK design and has been used in bacterial GWAS [16, 21, 35] . Results of 233 methods applied to the simulations described in S2 Appendix are presented in S2-S7
234
Figs. Results for the simulations described in S3 Appendix are presented in S8-S13 Figs. 235 Results for the simulations described above are presented below and in S14-S17 Figs. within treeWAS, but that the contribution of true positive findings by each score gives 246 treeWAS a very high sensitivity overall. Notably, although Score 2 generally achieved 247 higher sensitivity than Scores 1 and 3, it was not always the leading contributor to the 248 cumulative sensitivity of treeWAS in the analysis of these simulated datasets. This 249 highlights the value of using multiple complementary measures to identify associations. 250 Importantly, cumulative benefits in sensitivity were not undermined by cumulative 251 reductions in PPV. Fig 2C reflects the fact that in most cases the total number of false 252 positives found by treeWAS was zero or one. Overall, the high performance of our 253 approach, as indicated by the composite F1 score in Fig 2D, provides strong support for 254 the strategy adopted by treeWAS.
236

Results and Discussion
255
(a) In addition to providing a thorough control over population structure, treeWAS was 256 able to account explicitly for the varying confounding effect of recombination. In the 257 simulated datasets analysed above, the phenotype and associated loci underwent 258 between four and 23 binary state substitutions as a result of the probabilistic simulation 259 process, with an average of 14 substitutions per tree. As such, the probability of chance 260 correlation with the resulting pattern of phenotypic clustering increased as the number 261 of substitutions among non-associated loci was elevated to similar levels by 262 recombination (see S1 Fig) . Fig 3A shows that the FPR of treeWAS remained 263 consistently low as the recombination rate was increased. Because data simulation 264 within treeWAS is guided by the empirical homoplasy distribution, the elevated risk of 265 chance association due to recombination was accounted for in the null distribution. increasing recombination. Ultimately, as the F1 score in Fig 3D demonstrates , the 275 approach adopted by treeWAS not only produces good overall performance, but by 276 accounting for recombination, it is able to maintain good performance across a range of 277 backgrounds, from purely clonal to frequently recombining.
278
279
Having described the performance of treeWAS on simulated data, we now compare it 280 with the performance of alternative methods. Fig 2A reveals that only treeWAS and the 281 conservative GC approach consistently rejected all false positive findings. PCA, DAPC, 282 and the CMH test reduced FPR below the level incurred with no correction for 283 population structure, but still returned undesirably high volumes of false positives.
284 Fig 2A thus suggests that even the most popular dimension-reduction and cluster-based 285 methods do not sufficiently correct for population structure in microbial contexts.
286
All of the non-phylogenetic approaches to correcting for population structure inherently 287 simplify the extensive genetic relationships between isolates. The k-means clusters used 288 in the CMH test, and the principal components of PCA and DAPC have been 289 previously shown to correspond to the major clades and genealogical divisions of a 290 phylogenetic tree [19, 23, 53] . In PCA, DAPC, and the CMH test, therefore, the user 291 must make a conceptual delineation, at a given height on this tree, between what will 292 and will not be considered parts of the population structure. Our approach, by contrast, 293 works directly with the whole phylogenetic tree, retaining the information it provides at 294 all levels of the clonal population structure. In addition, because the distribution of the 295 phenotype is observed along the tips of the phylogeny but less clear in clusters and PCs, 296 treeWAS is able to account directly for the degree of correlation observed between 297 population structuring alleles and phenotypic clusters. The design of treeWAS therefore 298 allows it to determine what degree of association is unlikely to have arisen by chance, 299 given the evolutionary history inferred. For these reasons, our phylogenetic approach 300 provides a more natural and complete solution to the problem posed by population 301 structure, which drives the FPR gap in Fig 2A between 
treeWAS and its competitors. 302
Building on the foundation of low FPR, treeWAS is able to enhance power by drawing 303 on the cumulative findings of multiple tests of association. The non-phylogenetic 304 alternatives, by contrast, face an inherent trade-off between sensitivity and specificity. 305 Fig 2B and C show that, consequently, none of these approaches offered simultaneously 306 a high PPV and high sensitivity. The only non-phylogenetic method with an acceptably 307 high PPV was GC ( Fig 2C) , but it also had the lowest sensitivity ( Fig 2B) meaning 308 that in our simulations it almost never found any association, correct or incorrect. PCA 309 and DAPC, despite being too permissive of false positives, achieved only moderate 310 sensitivities, considerably lower than treeWAS ( Fig 2B) . These methods undermine 311 sensitivity by discounting higher-order lineage effects and proceed with the assumption 312 that remaining genetic variation is ancestrally homogenous [23, 54] . Because these 313 methods reduce power by eliminating variation with every additional PC, increasing the 314 number of selected PCs in an effort to lower FPR in this study resulted in a complete 315 loss of sensitivity. Our results suggest that when PCA and DAPC are used in microbial 316 GWAS, depending on the population structure and the effect size of associations, a 317 satisfactory trade-off between sensitivity and specificity may be unattainable.
318
The CMH test more effectively managed the sensitivity-specificity trade-off by applying 319 a more conservative stratified test of association to the genetic data matrix without 320 regressing out any relevant information. In fact, we see from Fig 2B that the sensitivity 321 of the CMH test was only slightly lower than that of treeWAS. The CMH test also had 322 better PPV than PCA and DAPC ( Fig 2C) , although it fell well below that of treeWAS. 323 Indeed, with an mean PPV of 0.56, almost half of the results identified by the CMH test 324 were false positives, whereas the PPV of treeWAS indicates that 92% of our findings 325 were correct. Overall, the F1 score ( Fig 2D) of CMH was similar to that of the 326 lowest-performing individual association test within treeWAS. Yet, the CMH test 327 achieves high F1 score values by adopting the less stringent approach of favouring high 328 sensitivity over high PPV. In practice, it may be preferable to incur modest sensitivity 329 losses so that the number of false positive findings may be kept at a minimum.
330
Additionally, Fig 3B and C show that because the CMH test is naive to recombination, 331 its behaviour differed markedly from that of treeWAS. In response to increasing 332 recombination, the CMH test maintained relatively stable sensitivity, but experienced a 333 decrease in PPV as the number of false positive findings increased, demonstrating a lack 334 of control for recombination. Furthermore, although the composite F1 scores in Fig 3D 335 appear to narrow with increasing recombination, it is important to note the practical 336 implications of the trade-offs being made by treeWAS and the CMH test. Even at the 337 highest recombination rate examined, the CMH test identified only one more true 338 positive than treeWAS. On the other hand, treeWAS found less than one false positive 339 on average, while the CMH test found as many false positives as true positives ( Fig 3C) . 340 Increasing recombination in other simulations caused the F1 score gap between the 341 CMH test and treeWAS to increase or remain unchanged (S3 and S9 Fig) .
342
Overall, the comparison of methods in Fig 2 and 3 indicates that the performance of the 343 non-phylogenetic methods was limited by multiple factors: the focus on higher level 344 population structure, the inability to control for its confounding effects in sufficient 345 detail, the necessary trade-off between sensitivity and PPV, and the poor response to 346 varying rates of recombination. By deliberately avoiding all of these pitfalls, the design 347 of treeWAS achieved stronger performance on these simulated datasets.
348
Application to Neisseria meningitidis: identifying penicillin 349 resistance factors 350 To determine whether our approach could confirm previously-identified associations, 351 and illustrate its applicability to both binary and continuous phenotypes, we applied 352 treeWAS to a dataset of N. meningitidis isolates with a penicillin resistance phenotype. 353 We used the Neisseria Bacterial Isolate Genome Sequence Database (BIGSdb accessible 354 at https://pubmlst.org/ neisseria/, [55] ) to download 171 N. meningitidis 355 sequences from serogroup B (see S1 File), extracting both the core SNPs (166,848 SNPs) 356 and an accessory gene presence or absence matrix (2,808 genes). We reconstructed the 357 phylogenetic tree from whole-genome sequences with ClonalFrameML to account for 358 recombination [42] . N. meningitidis has a high recombination rate, though 359 recombination in N. meningitidis is not so rampant as to entirely obscure the clonal 360 genealogy, as would be the case for example in Helicobacter pylori [56] . Because 361 treeWAS accounts explicitly for the confounding effects of recombination, our approach 362 was appropriate for this context, provided recombination-aware phylogenetic methods 363 were used [57] .
364
The penicillin resistance phenotype was analysed in two ways: as a binary and as a 365 continuous variable. The binary phenotype was categorised according to the penicillin 366 minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC), defining susceptible as MIC ≤ 0.06 and 367 resistant as MIC > 0.06. The continuous phenotype was defined as the ranks of the 368 MIC values, rather than the MIC values themselves, whose distribution was highly 369 skewed and uninformative.
370
Analysis of the accessory gene presence or absence data did not result in the 371 identification of any gene significantly associated with either the binary or continuous 372 penicillin resistance phenotype. However, application of treeWAS to the set of core 373 SNPs led to the identification of many significant loci. Analysis of the binary penicillin 374 resistance phenotype resulted in the identification of 162 significant SNPs, all of which 375 were located in the well-characterised NEIS1753 (penA) gene, encoding 376 penicillin-binding protein 2 (see S2 File and S18 Fig) . This finding is consistent with 377 the literature, which indicates that penicillin resistance in N. meningitidis occurs when 378 altered forms of a penicillin-binding protein (PBP) are produced [58] . Previous work 379 also indicates that the resistance phenotype, and the mosaic structure of penA, arise via 380 homologous recombination [59, 60] . It is therefore natural that our analysis uncovered 381 significant associations among SNPs in this gene rather than in other core or accessory 382 genes. Indeed, the alignment displayed in S18A Fig is consistent with previous accounts 383 in the literature describing uniformity in penA sequences among susceptible isolates [61] 384 and considerable diversity among those in resistant isolates [62] .
385
Analysis of the continuous penicillin MIC phenotype returned 30 significant SNPs (see 386 S3 File and S19 Fig) . The majority of these were also located in the penA gene,
387
although SNPs were also identified in three additional genes. In the presence of 388 antibiotics, many loci not essential to the resistance phenotype may confer a slight 389 selective advantage [63] . For example the UDP-N-acetylmuramoylalanyl-D-glutamate-2, 390 6-diaminopimelate ligase is involved in cell wall formation via peptidoglycan synthesis, 391 the process targeted by penicillin [60] . The two additional genes in which significant 392 SNPs were identified have roles in stress response and DNA damage repair, which may 393 not be directly related to penicillin resistance but which may instead confer a minor 394 fitness advantage that would slightly increase MIC values. It should be noted that 395 although the classification scheme we adopted designated MIC > 0.06 as "resistant", 396 these isolates would in fact usually be classified as of "intermediate resistance", as they 397 did not exceed the standard resistance threshold of MIC > 1 (see S1 File). In light of 398 the narrow range of MIC values in the sample, it is remarkable that treeWAS was 399 nonetheless able to identify significant associations. By analysing resistance as a 400 continuous variable, our approach was able to retain all of the phenotypic information 401 available. Hence, in spite of the relatively small phenotypic effect observed, treeWAS 402 not only retained the power to detect the central PBP gene, penA, but it gained 403 sensitivity to significant SNPs in three additional genes.
404
Application to Neisseria meningitidis: identifying drivers of
The overall design of treeWAS, in particular the implementation of the three association 407 scores in Eqs 1-3, was developed with the aim of detecting genetic loci associated with 408 subtle and complex phenotypes which may not be entirely determined by genetic 409 factors [29] . To illustrate this, we applied treeWAS to a separate N. meningitidis 410 dataset, with the more challenging phenotype of invasive disease versus carriage.
411
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From the Neisseria BIGSdb database, we downloaded 129 European N. meningitidis 414 sequences from serogroup C (see S4 File), including both core SNPs (115,386 SNPs) and 415 accessory gene presence or absence data (2,809 genes). ClonalFrameML was used to 416 reconstruct the phylogenetic tree from whole-genome sequences while accounting for 417 recombination [42] . 418 In the analysis of the accessory gene presence or absence data, treeWAS identified 12 419 genes associated with carriage or invasiveness (Fig 4, Table 1 ). Three genes were found 420 to be associated with invasive disease, and the role of each was confirmed by the 421 literature. NadA (Neisserial adhesin A) has well-characterised roles in virulence, 422 enabling adhesion, colonisation, and invasion of mucosal cells [65, 66] . MafA2, another 423 adhesin, plays a similar role in pathogenic Neisseria [67, 68] . Epidemiological evidence 424 and rat models have also linked the haemoglobin receptor protein, hmbR, to invasive 425 disease in N. meningitidis [69, 70] . Moreover, as this gene is highly conserved, hmbR 426 may be a good target for vaccine development [71] . 427 We also identified nine genes whose presence was associated with Neisserial carriage.
428
These included the cell-surface protein encoded by NEIS0956 and the DNA transport 429 competence proteins encoded by NEIS1574, NEIS1880, and NEIS1996, which enable 430 genetic transformation [72, 73] . These genes may confer an adaptive advantage to N. 431 meningitidis that enables immune evasion via surface modulation, and favours 432 colonisation and survival in the nasopharyngeal niche [74] . This relationship is not 433 entirely clear, however, as non-pathogenic carriage remains incompletely characterised 434 at a molecular level, despite being a fundamental element of the Neisserial life cycle [75] . 435 In the analysis of core SNPs, treeWAS identified seven associated loci ( Fig 5, Table 2 ). 436 Among these, the porA gene is well known for encoding a surface protein that drives 437 hyperinvasivity in N. meningitidis [76] [77] [78] [79] . Likewise, gapA-2 may facilitate the adhesion 438 to and invasion of host tissues [80] . As the genetic basis of invasiveness in N.
439
meningitidis is not yet fully understood, we anticipate that future work will elucidate 440 the roles of other loci in Table 2 .
441
Overall, treeWAS was able to identify both previously-known and putatively novel genes 442 and SNPs in significant association with the commensal or invasive phenotype in N. PorA, porin, class 1 outer membrane protein 1507935.c NEIS2137 (gapA2 ) glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase C These SNPs were identified as significantly associated with invasive disease when treeWAS was applied to 129 whole-genome sequences from N. meningitidis serogroup C.
Conclusions
446
Microbial GWAS has the potential to reveal many important features of microbial 447 genomes. Application has however been so far hampered by a lack of well founded and 448 thoroughly tested methodology. Here we proposed a new phylogenetic approach to 449 microbial GWAS that is able to control for the disruptive effects of both population 450 structure and recombination, whilst still retaining a high statistical power to detect real 451 associations. Application to both simulated and real datasets demonstrated that our 452 method is accurate, efficient and versatile, being able to detect associations in both the 453 core and pan-genome and for both categorical and continuous phenotypic measurements. 454 We have implemented our approach in a user-friendly R package, treeWAS, which is 455 freely available for public use at https://github.com/caitiecollins/treeWAS. 456 
